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An Indefatigable Librarian (Part 1) 
 

September 10, 2020 was the 90th anniversary of the death of one of my favorite 

figures in the bibliophilic history of Rhode Island—William Eaton Foster (1851–1930), 

the first Librarian of the Providence Public Library (PPL). In her characteristic way, 

Margaret B. Stillwell wrote of him, “I have never seen a more meticulously meticulous 

little man.” One look at his annual reports is all that is necessary to confirm that 

impression—he counted everything.  

Devotion to his work was a commonplace observance by his peers. Seven months 

after his retirement from a post he had held for fifty-three years, he died on September 

10, 1930 at his home (240 Bowen Street) and was buried at Swan Point Cemetery.  

Foster was born in Brattleboro, Vermont, the son of Joseph Coggin and Abigail 

Anne Eaton Foster, but he grew up in Beverly, Massachusetts. He entered Brown in 

1869, and apparently was known to cut classes to spend time in the library. This did not 

prevent him from graduating in 1873, and at the urging of Brown’s Librarian (Reuben A. 

Guild, who will occupy a future issue of Book Notes), Foster became the librarian of the 

Hyde Park Public Library (MA).  

In 1876, Foster took an M.A. at Brown, became a cataloger at the Turner Free 

Library (Randolph, MA), and attended what became the founding meeting of the 

American Library Association. 

During the Centennial Exposition in Philadelphia in 1876, 103 librarians (90 men and 13 

women), responded to a call for a "Convention of Librarians" to be held October 4-6 at 

the Historical Society of Pennsylvania. At the end of the meeting, according to Ed Holley 

in his essay "ALA at 100," "the register was passed around for all to sign who wished to 

become charter members," making October 6, 1876 the birthday of the American 

Library Association. Among those in attendance at the meeting were Justin Winsor 

(Boston Public, Harvard), William Frederick Poole (Chicago Public, Newberry), Charles 

Ammi Cutter (Boston Athenaeum), Melvil Dewey (Amherst), and Richard Rogers Bowker 

(Publisher's Weekly). Attendees came from as far west as Chicago and from England.  



   

 

Foster had only been a year at the Turner when he was offered the opportunity to 

open the new public library in Providence in 1877. In June of that year he began 

classifying and cataloging its initial collection of 10,000 volumes, and on February 4, 

1878, the PPL opened in quarters on the second floor of a downtown office building (the 

Butler Exchange). Foster designed his own classification scheme before he knew that 

Dewey was at work on one—and although he immediately adopted the latter when it 

became available, he was not completely satisfied with it. Foster exchanged the 800s 

(Language and Literature) with the 300s (Social Sciences), since he thought that 

language and literature more rationally followed religion and preceded philology than 

did the social sciences. Foster’s successor, Clarence Sherman, wrote that under his 

predecessor, 

The Providence Public Library was one of the first libraries to have an Information Desk 

in addition to a Reference Room; an Art Department with printed matter not only for 

the occasional reader but especially for the professional artist and the commercial 

designer; a Music Division with scores and librettos for use at home or in the studio; an 

Industrial Department to aid the engineers and mechanics of a great industrial city; and 

a Foreign Department to serve, not only the foreign language needs of the cultured 

readers, but those of the foreign-born who have so densely populated New England. 

 

In 1913, to mark the 35th anniversary of the PPL, Foster looked back over its 

history in the Providence Journal. It apparently took 50 years of discussion for the city 

to decide it would build a free public library for itself. Initially it was to include an art 

gallery and a museum, but as with many grandiose dreams, practicalities intervened. 

From the Butler Exchange it moved to the ground floor of a building on Snow and 

Washington Streets (1880). The third building was the one financed by John Nicholas 

Brown and built in 1900, and the first “branch” was opened in 1906—the Sprague House 

Branch at 7 Armington Avenue, followed by the Wanskuck Branch (1910) and the North 

End Branch (1911). 

A dinner was given in Foster’s honor at the University Club, and the guests were a 

“who’s who” of the library world. Herbert Putnam, the Librarian of Congress, wrote to 

George Parker Winship his regrets he could not attend, and that “My friendly relations 

with Mr. Foster have been long and my regard for him candid; and I share what must be 

a general gratitude on the part of librarians for the influence which by precept and 

example he has exhibited in the interest of sound, sincere, unselfish, and wholly modest 

public service.” 

There are several items in the Foster papers at PPL which relate to this meeting, 

but two of them stand out to me. Harry Lyman Koopman presided, and (given Foster’s 

well-known love of Horace) Prof. Courtney Langdon wrote and read the following 

Horatian verse: 

 



   

 

 



   

 

 
 

 

 

The other letter is from the inimitable Sarah Elizabeth Doyle (1830–1922), one of the 

founders of RISD, a prominent figure in the women’s suffrage movement, and a key 

player in getting Brown to admit female students in 1892 and raising support and 

money to found Pembroke Hall at Brown University. 
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